Check out
our TREAT
for you!
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ANNUAL MEETING
Guest Speakers Tom Hackleman of DJL
Ventures and Todd Gold of NAI REOC
spoke to residents about the Singing
Hills development project that they
are overseeing. Singing Hills is a 250
acres mixed use development with
plans for over thirty commercial building sites and a national retailer anchor.
It will include over eighty acres of
commercial shopping, a thirteen acre
multi-family site and over one hundred
acres of single family housing. This
project is located at the northwest
corner of Highways 46 and 281.

Spooky Spirit in
RC! Page 20
\
\
\
\
\
\

(continued on page 4)

Thank You, Volunteers, pages 5-9
National Night Out, pages 12-13 and 35
Social and Neighborhood Events, pages 14-22
Residents in the News, page 23
Tips from Chef Phil, pages 24-25
Off the Beaten Path, page 36

Serving River Crossing Residents for
Over Eight Years!
www.kathyrogersrealtor.com

kathyrogersrealtor@gmail.com
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See the RC
Real Estate
Report on
page 10

______________
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As your editors, we have found the amount of information on any given
topic is overwhelming with the unsurpassed capabilities of the world
wide web at our fingertips. We want what we have researched to be
equally accessible to our readers so we are introducing a new feature,
“Across the Stream.”
When we feel our topics have not been fully
covered to those minds wanting to know more, we will provide those
additional links. Please enjoy our bonus topics for this issue by clicking
on the photos of the stories which interest you! Your feedback is
always appreciated and desired!!!
Our money concerns us. How do the counterfeit
detector pens work, and how do they sometimes
result in false positives and false negatives?

The holidays can be hectic. Here are
some tips to lessen the stress.

Did someone say, “quick and easy recipe?”
NNO inspired Hawaiian Haystacks Recipe
just a click away!!!

__________
_____________
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Annual Meeting (continued from cover)
Mr. Hackleman manages the development process side of unimproved property, while Mr. Gold leases and
manages the commercial aspects. Mr.
Hackleman spoke briefly before turning
the presentation over to Mr. Gold. Mr.
Gold stressed that his company maintains high quality standards in their
developments and that they are sensitive to the communities in which they
are working. This commercial area will
be dark sky compliant, address storm
___________________________
drainage issues along Highway 46 and
___________________
be environmentally conscientious. The
Singing Hills project is in its earliest
stages so Mr. Gold was unable to share
much information or many details on it.
Some of the possible commercial estabLike a good neighbor, State Farm is there.
lishments would include restaurants, a
hotel, urgent care and small scale movie theater. Mr. Gold felt confident that a Whataburger would finally be
coming our way!! As with any construction project, citizens should be
prepared for the ugly stages while it is being built.
®

●
●

●
●

●

OTHER MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
Treasurer’s Report–$83K in the Improvement Fund account and $163K
in the Replacement Fund.
Since there were no challenges on the ballot for election to open positions on the board and ACC, the property owners voted by acclamation.
New board members are Sue Montoya and Luz Rivera. ACC members
elected for 2013 are Joe Tom Burch, Dan Klobedans and Will Peterson.
The Nominating Committee for 2013 will be chaired again by Chris
Schweinsberg with members Stuart Dowlen and Brenda Stewart.
Committee reports were given and Brenda Stewart informed residents
that the Long Range Planning Committee will be conducting another
survey. Everyone is encouraged to participate so the Committee will
gain insight into the preferences in improvements by property owners.
During the Q and A, a resident raised the issue of what to do with the
eleven acres close to the River Park. Other than mowing, there are no
other plans for the area.
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Thank you to “retiring” directors
Belle Guice and Henry Perez for their
leadership in River Crossing. Former
President Skip White, who served with
our outgoing president said of Belle,
“the thing that Belle always impressed
me with was her ability to stay on
point. Once an issue was assigned to
her, she always saw it through. I knew
that if I asked her to do something
I could count on her to get it done
-- and done well. She was always
prepared for our meetings and never hesitated to participate in the
discussions. If I had to put together a POA Board today, she would be
first on my list.”
During Henry’s two year term on
the board, he oversaw our common
areas. Some of the projects completed were the installation of
landscaping at the Highway 46
mailbox site, clearing
the tree canopies at the
River Park and replacing
the septic system at the
Sports Park.
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THANKS TO OUR ACC!
Reviewing home plans and improvement submissions,
along with monitoring those construction activities once
approved, is a demanding job for
Architectural Control Committee
members. However, the important
work performed by the ACC helps to
maintain our property values.
Thanks to Bill Weber for his two
years of service. A special thank you
to Joe Tom Burch and Dan Klobedans
for not only serving for two years,
Outgoing ACC member Bill
but signing on for another two!
Weber at one of our social
events

_________________________________
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Working Committees
Committees are essential to a community’s well-being because one
person cannot perform every task necessary. Residents benefit from the
work of these groups, and their efforts make River Crossing stronger and
more attractive.
LONG RANGE PLANNING:
John Taylor (chair), Ruth Brock, Dei Castilleja, Steven Hanan, Christine Harbach, Brenda Stewart and Rodney Young.
LOST AND FOUND: Mary Cross
NEIGHBORHOOD RESIDENT LIST: Kathy
Adolphson
NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH:
Bill Stephens (chair) and the many Block
Captains for the many RC streets!!
WELCOME: Gerry Nickells
WILDLIFE:
Paul Graf (chair), David Gill, Bill Gonser,
John Long, Greg Scott, Joe Vocks and Rodney
Young.
Thanks to Roz Rainbolt, too, for her work
on The Loop!

Neighborhood Watch member
Danette Griffin hands out a
vehicle sticker to resident
Yvonne Louthan.

Allstate Insurance, Will Peterson
Bulverde North Family Dental, Dr. Greg Frei
Clement Home Team, Donna Clement
Heavenly Yogurt, Ted and Arlene Sellars
Kathy Rogers, Keller Williams Realty
Mr. Margarita, Brian and Claudia Heyne
News Stream, Gwen Pain and Rodney Young
Seasons Home Décor, Gifts and More, Melinda Taylor
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THANK YOU TO OUR SOCIAL COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS!!
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A FEW WORDS OF APPRECIATION FOR GERRY AND JACKIE FROM EVENT CHAIRS:
Maria Goldstein–
“It is great to see that Gerry and Jackie have helped do wonderful things
for our community. They have been such supportive and caring women. I
am glad to have worked with them both on the Fiesta committee. They
will be greatly missed in this role, but hopefully only a phone call away if
ever needed. We have many great women role models in our area, and I
am glad to add both Gerry and Jackie to that list. Thank you ladies for
everything you have done to make this a great place to live.”
Gwen Pain–
“Thank you Gerry and Jackie for stepping up to help our community! I
fondly recall how Gerry always managed to control the “girls” at the
organizational meeting each November. Was it a whistle one year, and
just her commanding voice the next? Either way, she quieted us down
when the discussion became too loud and unproductive. This year when
facing some uncertainly with the venue for the Cooking Class, Jackie and
I had a brainstorming phone conversation yielding limited ideas. Five
minutes later, Jackie called again all bubbly with a couple of great ideas.
Never doubt the abilities of Gerry and Jackie. These two ladies have been
very supportive at every turn and River Crossing is blessed to have them
as leaders and residents of the community!”

Shelley Hunt–
“I have nothing but respect and appreciation for the great job that Gerry
and Jackie have done in the previous two years as the Social Committee
Co-Chairs. I look forward to working with Gerry in the future and I only
hope that I can do as well as Jackie has done in the past. I know that with
Gerry’s help, and all the great support of the wonderful people of River
Crossing, 2012-2013 should be filled with great community events!”
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Finding Qualified Buyers or Aggressively
Marketing Your Home is What I Do Best!
Ask about my Proven Record.
Long Time Resident and Generous Event
Supporter, I Love Being a Part of
River Crossing AND I Will Work
Hard to Achieve the Best Results for You!

Keller Williams Hill Country
110 River Crossing Boulevard
Spring Branch, TX78070
(830)237-3212
kathyrogersrealtor@gmail.com
www.kathyrogersrealtor.com
Each Keller Williams Realty office is independently owned and operated.

River Crossing Real Estate Report
The real estate market in River Crossing has been great. Continued
sales in late summer have shown an increase compared to last year at that
time. “Sales in the midrange of prices ($200,000 to $500,000) have been up
the last several months, peaking in June,” Liza Reyes, San Antonio Board of
Realtors Chairman, said. “This month, a good portion of sales continued to
occur in this midrange, which kept prices higher and on par with previous
months.” Locally, the total number of homes sold has steadily increased in
2012, with only a small taper in September after the summer boom. However, its comparative growth from 2011 confirms the local housing market is
holding steady. About 1,300 people per day move to Texas according to the
IRS. What is the attraction of moving to Texas? The cost of housing and the
abundance of opportunities draw people to the state. Simply, one can afford
to live in Texas, not merely exist. Homes cost less per square foot and there
is no personal income tax. The great quality and cost of life should ensure
the continued growth of San Antonio and the state.
Contributors: Kathy Rogers, Keller Williams
Mark Sprague, Independence Title
SABOR
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ADDRESS

SQ FT

STATUS

PRICE

138 RODEO DRIVE

3164

NEW LISTING

$489,900.00

349 WHITESTONE DR.

3228

NEW LISTING

$599,000.00

152 CHAMPIONS RIDGE

2756

PENDING

$329,500.00 (LISTING PRICE)

145 SADDLE RIDGE

3142

PENDING

$450,000.00 (LISTING PRICE)

558 COPPER RIM

3906

PENDING

$450,000.00 (LISTING PRICE)

741 COPPER RIM

4043

PENDING

$498,500.00 (LISTING PRICE)

179 FOSSIL HILLS LOOP

3300

PENDING

$499,900.00 (LISTING PRICE)

690 COPPER RIM

2314

SOLD

$307,000.00

718 LONG MEADOW

3049

SOLD

$319,000.00

373 WENTWORTH

3518

SOLD

$367,500.00

391 BENTWOOD

2950

SOLD (20 DAYS!)

$382,000.00

178 LONG BRANCH

2873

SOLD (68 DAYS!)

$395,000.00

171 BRYKERWOOD

4476

SOLD (29 DAYS!)

$555,000.00

172 EAGLE CREST

4607

SOLD

$620,000.00

● Member of Pet
Sitters Int’l. and
the BulverdeSpring Branch
Chamber of Commerce
● Bonded
● Recommended
Service Provider
in RC
(210)744-9044 • claudia@petsitting-tx.com
www.petsitting-tx.com
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Misty Brook and Los Colinas Neighbors Celebrate NNO
As Nat and Suzie Warner have hosted National Night Out since River
Crossing began participating, they carried on this tradition on October 2nd
even though most of River Crossing did not have formal gatherings. Suzie
addressed her fellow neighbors saying, “we are fortunate as our streets do
not believe in this event becoming too ordinary. Once folks develop this
mindset, it is prohibitive to achieving a good watch system.” Residents on
these two streets can be proud of the way we look out for one another,
know when a neighbor is out of town, and recognize each other when
passing by.
NNO also serves as a night to meet
our civil servants to let them know how
much we appreciate their contributions
in protecting our community. We are
glad to share our meal with them, and
the Sheriff’s Office and Fire Department
are delighted to share information
about safety and security. The ESD
reminds us of ways to protect our own
health and the health of our loved ones.
All the members of these groups are
there when the need arises, and we
can’t thank them enough!
Of course, good food and good
conversation were definitely the focus
of the evening. As happens each year,
Suzie and Nat organize the meal plan
and each family brings some dish to the
table. This year, we whipped up something unique and creative, Hawaiian
Haystacks. The recipe for this fun meal
can be found via our new feature which
is described on page 3. THANKS, ONCE
AGAIN FROM YOUR NEIGHBORS ON MISTY
BROOK AND LOS COLINAS,

SUZIE AND NAT,
FOR ANOTHER WONDERFUL NNO EVENT!!
Top Photo: David McMurry, Bert Eudy, Sharon
McMurry and Al Eudy. Bottom Photo: Kevin Pain,
Bill Weber and Al Eudy.
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Clockwise from
Top:
ESD #4
Team, Host Nat
Warner greeting
ESD folks, Bill
Weber chatting
with
an
ESD
member, Hostess Suzie Warner
addressing our
group and Spring
Branch Fire Rescue arriving to
visit with residents.
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all is definitely in the air and it feels wonderful.
It is a perfect time to be outside and admire all the
gorgeous color the cooler temps and the wonderful rains have produced. On October 18th, Garden
Club members enjoyed a morning of inspiration as
they toured two outstandingly beautiful and
uniquely different gardens. First, members visited
Rose Granado’s home on Frontier. Many members
have admired her yard from afar, but this meeting
provided them the opportunity to leisurely wander
through her cheerful gardens and discover her
many secrets!! From there, a short trip up Highway 281 was made to explore the scenery around Paula Busse’s home with
its amazing landscape; a unique combination of colorful annuals and perennials, garden decor and winding paths. Both of these ladies garden with their
heart and soul, and it shows!! This meeting was definitely an October Treat.
Everyone returned home inspired, energized and anxious to “dig in the dirt.”
Courtesy of Co-Chair, Diane Neahr

___________

Rose with her daughter, Stephanie, who
arranged the table setting and floral
centerpiece
14

Garden Club members were treated to a fabulous breakfast at the Grenado’s
home. They enjoyed fresh fruit, sausage rolls and muffins, along with coffee
and Mimosas! Diane Neahr conducted a very short meeting before taking in
more of Rose’s impressive landscaping. The group moved on to Paula Busse’s
home off Highway 281. Paula led everyone on a tour of her projects and
established plantings. Refreshments were served before the meeting’s
conclusion. Thanks to both of these ladies for sharing their tips for growing
and working with Texas plants, etc.
15

October Garden Club (continued)
Rose’s husband, Manny, assisting with the gathering, Gloria
Hilburn in front of one of Rose’s
amazing plants and part of one
of the lush gardens.

__________________________________
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Are you interested in taking a tasty leap for the
love of wine and food? Would you like to simplify
your kitchen duties or jazz things up with something
exotic? A new group is thinking of forming to begin an
adventure in exchanging tips on cooking techniques, trying new recipes, sampling robust wines and sharing evenings once a month with
fellow wine and food enthusiasts! Hopefully, we would start up on
February 3rd (Super Bowl Sunday) with a “Game with Kick” theme
featuring recipes with wild game or a spicy kick to them! Don’t worry,
the plan is enjoy the food samplings while watching the game. To
learn more, or to definitely sign up, click
here to send an e-mail.
__________________________

322 W San Antonio St.
New Braunfels, TX
(830)625-9639

Accessories for t
&
s
he
n
hio Country Lifestyle
s
a
F
Hill

www.thecrossingnb.com

thecrossingnb@gmail.com
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___________

The “new” part of the Wine Event was Chef Darren, who studied
at UCLA, but finds himself a Texan now.
Welcome!! Chef Darren didn’t disappoint as he created unbelievably delicious and impressive gourmet dishes to
accompany the many wines being tasted. The “improved” aspect of the event
was provided by Food and Beverage
Manager Paul Murrison. The event was
enhanced with the addition of bar
height tables to make the tasting of the
foods and wine easier. Previous tasting
events didn’t offer that convenience.
Also, Mr. Murrison stretched the wines
and foods throughout the Club instead
of solely being housed in the Event
Room.
The one part remaining the
same was the wonderful conversation
with friends and neighbors! Great job, Wine Committee!
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Left to right: Jackie Forbes, Mike Quintela (love
the raised wine glass in the foreground) and the
Delgados chatting it up with Charlie Forbes
19

Boo tiful

decorations in rc

Sightings were on
River Way, Frontier
and Long Meadow.
An “ax”traordinary
job to Gabriel and
Effie Gutierrez on
Long Meadow.
Their handy work
is pictured to the
left and on most of
the next page!
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Scary Stuff!

21

Trick or Treat?
Definitely, a Treat
from
The News Stream!

HOWELLS SPRINKLERS
(830)822-3792
howellssprinklers@gmailcom
________________________
TX License #18517
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RESIDENTS IN THE NEWS!!
Evan Green, son of River Crossing neighbors David
and Wendi, has been recognized by the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation as a Commended Student.
High school students enter the National Merit Program by taking the Preliminary SAT/National Merit
Scholarship Qualifying Test. This test serves as an initial
screen of approximately 1.5 million entrants each year.
Qualification levels also vary by state each year, and
qualifying levels are higher in competitive states. Of that
1.5 million, less than 1% of US High School students
achieve such high level of performance, and Evan is one
of those students!
Evan’s plans after graduating in May are to attend
Baylor University and major in computer science.
All of River Crossing congratulates Evan on this prestigious honor and
wishes him continued success in his academic endeavors!

_________________________
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WHAM BAM THANK YOU YAM!
Sweet Potatoes versus Yams! Do you like money? A sure thing is to bet
someone that they have never had a true, real yam. Probably 99.9% of us
never have. Even my Aunt Harriet’s Candied Yams with Marshmallows was a
lie! This Thanksgiving, as you reach for the Yams, you are actually eating
Sweet Potatoes. Sorry, we all make this mistake. However, it’s not entirely
our fault. Our U.S. government has perpetuated this confusion by labeling
Sweet Potatoes as Yams. Sweet potatoes and Yams are not even related.
They are two different root vegetables with separate histories, origins and
uses. The name calling started in colonial times when the Africans saw
similarities between Sweet Potatoes and Yams. Generally, there are two
types of Sweet Potato. One has a Golden skin with a creamy white flesh
(crumbly texture) and the other a copper skin with orange flesh (sweet & soft
texture). The orange fleshed one is what the USDA calls ‘Yams’ to help
distinguish the two. Yams are from Africa, Asia and other tropical areas. They
have a blackish, bark-like skin and white, purple or reddish flesh. They can be
the size of a regular potato or can grow up to 5 feet long. About 95% are
grown in West Africa. They are much starchier and drier that Sweet Potatoes.
They are a very important food source because of their ability to be stored for
long periods. If you want to dig some up (tuber pun), there are a few
International markets that do carry them. In the meantime, please enjoy the
following Sweet Potato recipes!

MASHED SWEET POTATOES WITH CANDIED PECANS
Ingredients
Sweet potatoes
Butter
Sour cream
Milk
Cumin, ground
Cayenne pepper
Salt and pepper
Candied Pecans (*see note)

Amounts
2 -2 ½ lbs.
2 Tbsp.
½ cup
½ cup
¼ tsp
¼ tsp.
as needed
¼ lb.
Method

1. Peel potatoes and cut into 1 inch cubes. Place in pan and cover with water. Simmer (never
boil) over medium heat until just tender.
2. Chop ½ of pecans and reserve both.
3. Drain potatoes and use your favorite method for mashing potatoes.
(ricer/food mill/smasher)
4. Add all ingredients except unchopped pecans. Mix well.
5. Place into serving bowl and top with pecans.
*Note: You can make own candied pecans, but they have 4-6 different types in the bulk section
at the local mega-food store. That is what I use. Cinnamon ones are good!
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CURRIED SWEET POTATO SALAD
Ingredients
Amounts
Sweet potatoes, peeled & ½ in. dice 1 lb.
Russet potatoes, peeled & ½ in. Dice 1 lb.
Red onion, ¼ in dice
Mango, ripe, peeled& ½ in. dice
Green onions, thinly sliced

4 oz. / 1 each
2 each
4 each

Dressing:
Mayonnaise
Rice wine vinegar
Limes, juiced
Sugar
Curry powder
Cumin, ground
Cardamom, ground
Salt & pepper
1.
2.
3.
4.

1 cup
2 Tbsp.
2 each
1 Tbsp.
1 Tbsp.
1 tsp.
1 tsp.
as needed
Method
Combine all ingredients for dressing. Mix well and reserve chilled.
Bring to a boil, and then simmer potatoes until just tender. Drain and
air dry under refrigeration.
When all ingredients are cool, combine and mix gently. Adjust seasonings
as needed.
Reserve refrigerated for at least one hour.
Sweet Potato on the left with its flesh
exposed. Yam on the right, exposed.

Article and recipe courtesy of Phil Delaplane, RC resident
and Chef at The Little Gretel, Boerne.
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Local orthodontist Brian Smith visited students
at Smithson Valley Middle School to stress the
importance of following
good oral hygiene. Super
Fantastic Sam tags along
to show kids how fun and
easy it can be!!

a
er F
antastic S

_____________________
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Local Author Treats Our Kids to Readings
Kathleen J. Shields is a familiar
name in River Crossing for her professional website and graphics design
work, but did you know she also
writes children’s books? She is the
author of the all new Hamilton Troll
children’s book series.
Kathleen’s
books go beyond just telling a story to
providing an adorably charming educational tale. The series is geared for
children ages four and up. The Texas
Hill Country area is lucky to have her
because she not only enjoys writing
the books, but loves to devote her
time to reading to others and to spreading an educational message to the
kids in our local community.
Upcoming events: Canyon
Lake Art Guild’s Arts and Crafts Exhibit on November 10th. Readings:
Texas Author’s Day at the San Marcos Public Library on November
18th, Rebecca Creek Elementary on
November 19th and the Luling J.B.
Nickels library on December 20th.
To learn more about the
books, the characters, or the humans visit the interactive website: www.HamiltonTroll.com.

Texas Bluebonnet Program
A Reading/Literature Program
B/SB Library
Grades 3-6
Visit bsblibrary.org for more information.
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______________________________

ACC ACTIVITY
From August through mid-October, the Architectural Control Committee reviewed the following projects with the approval of these items: 4 Fences, 2
Garages/Storage Garage, 1 Green House, 2 New Construction, 1 Other, 2 Pool/
fence, 1 Porch and 1 Water Well. The ACC continues to review and approve
plans for improvements on the second and fourth Thursdays of a month, with
the exception of November and December. Due to holidays, the ACC will only
meet on the second Thursday in each of those
months. In order to receive a quick response,
please check your submissions for completeness.
The forms and rules can be found on the web site.
The deadline for submitting plans for that cycle’s
meeting is Tuesday by 5:00 pm. Plans must be
submitted to DeeDee (acc@ams-sa.com) at AMS.

2013 Members (sitting left to
right): Millie Young (Chairperson),
Joe Tom Burch, and Bill Puckett.
Standing: Will Peterson
Not Shown: Henry Delgado, Dan
Klobedans and Kyle Wantzloeben
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Sports Park Mailbox Site Makeover!
Rory Wetz, son of our mail carrier, Carol, spent his day off removing
and replacing the Sports Park mailbox units into a more efficient and
logical arrangement. Just like the Highway 46 site, the area has had to
accommodate more units, but without any additional space provided to
install them. The new layout at
the Sports Park seems to make the
site more functional. However,
residents should be most thankful
to Rory as all his work didn’t cost
the POA a cent! Remember, the
POA owns the mailboxes, not the
USPS.

Above: Rory working
to rearrange the
units.
Left: The finished
project.

_____________ ________
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Protect Your Pets from
Food Hazards During the
Holidays
Sweet treats and family meals
are a hallmark of the holidays, but
for many of our furry friends, these
same indulgences can be dangerous. Dr. Mark Stickney, Director of
General Surgery Services at the Texas A&M University College of Veterinary
Medicine
&
Biomedical
Sciences, tells us how we can keep
our pets safe while enjoying the holiday season. One of the major food
dangers to our pets during the holidays and beyond is chocolate. Eating
chocolate, especially dark chocolate, can cause toxicity in dogs and cats
which can result in death. Although chocolate has long been a known toxin
for dogs, other foods can also be very harmful. "Few people know this, but
both grapes and raisins can cause renal failure in dogs," states Stickney.
While these foods are especially dangerous, feeding any table scraps to your

__________________
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Protect Your Pets (continued)
pets can cause them harm in the longrun. Stickney stresses the importance
of keeping your pet's diet regular yearround. "During the holidays it is common for friends and family members to
slip your pets food under the table.
While they think they are giving them
a nice treat, the high fat content of
most table scraps can not only cause
weight control problems, but can also
cause pancreatitis," says Stickney. In
order to avoid these situations, Stickney suggests that you ask guests to
Between 12/01/12 and 12/15/12
avoid the temptation of feeding your
dogs table scraps. Even if they are not
_______________________
given food, pets can sometimes find it
themselves. It is not uncommon in the
commotion and food preparation of
the holidays to find your animal kneedeep in your trash can. It's important
to remember to always keep you trash closed with a lid or put somewhere
your animal cannot reach it. While it is best to keep your animals on their
regular diet, Stickney does say that there are some foods that are safe for
pets to eat. "If you absolutely have to give them something off of your
plate, hand them a green bean," says Stickney. "Plain vegetables and
unbuttered, unsalted popcorn are both pretty harmless since they are
mostly fiber and don't contain a lot of extra calories." The important thing
to remember is that your pets are part of your family. Keep an eye out for
them this season! Source:
Texas A&M
Comal County Animal Control - New Policy
Comal County Animal Control no longer offers nuisance
wild animals disposal assistance for residents. Representatives from Comal County explained that their "Rabies &
Animal Control Order" does not make provisions for wild
animal removal and these additional services had been
provided as a courtesy to county residents. Disposal of a nuisance animal
will now be the homeowner’s responsibility. However, if the animal appears diseased, do not go near it. There is no change in the order regarding
dog or cats.
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Merry Christmas! Merry Counterfeit?
Tis the season for retailers to offer shoppers those great holiday deals,
but also a time they become more concerned about the bills you are using for
your purchases. During the holidays, store employees start heavily utilizing
those special pens (see our NEW “Across the Stream” feature to read about
this tool) to determine the authenticity of currency. Counterfeiting of money
is one of the oldest crimes in history, and it is a fact that counterfeit activity
picks up around this time of the year. Further, those occasional reports
emerge in the neighborhood about counterfeit notes being passed in our
local area. However, after sitting down with George Rios, a twenty-eight
year veteran with the United States Secret Service, we found residents have
little reason for concern about their money. Generally, within six weeks from
a counterfeit note’s first appearance, the perpetrator has been apprehended.
The San Antonio Office covers a wide territory of approximately fifty-four
nearby counties which include such cities as New Braunfels, Kerrville,
Boerne, Schertz, Del Rio and more. The San Antonio agents recover, on
average, $10K in counterfeit per week. This is in contrast to recovery of $1.2
million weekly by 53 offices across the United States. Special Agent Rios
spoke in depth with The River Crossing News Stream about his experiences
and knowledge of counterfeit activity and the bills themselves.
Supervisory Agent Rios has spent the majority of his career investigating counterfeit crimes and is familiar with the trends in counterfeiting and
the amounts passed. He has worked in the Houston, Dallas, San Antonio and
Los Angeles Field Offices, with Los Angeles being one of the cities with the
highest counterfeiting activity in the United States. He has witnessed the
evolution of the production methods used in counterfeiting operations over
the years from the traditional method of offset printing to color copiers and,
more recently, to scanners, computers and inkjet printers. Over the course
of his career, Mr. Rios has seen the quality of this fake money diminish
tremendously. He explained that when offset presses were used by counterfeiters, their trade was a craft to them. Printing money on this equipment
was a sophisticated process with a unique set of skills required, and the
machinery was not only specialized, but expensive as well. The movie “To
Live and Die in LA” depicts the intensity and artistry with great accuracy for
those curious about this process. Agent Rios
estimates that of all the counterfeit, only about ten percent
is actually of high quality, and those would be notes printed
primarily by offset presses. These criminals take painstaking
efforts to imitate the many security features found on
(continued on next page)
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Counterfeit (continued)
genuine bills. However, the distinctive paper the United States uses
thwarts the end result in the fake money, which is typically printed on a
standard type paper. Other types of counterfeit bills being created, but
rarely found in the San Antonio area, are the raised notes and bleached bills.
Raised notes are bills converted to different denominations to ones of a
“higher” value with the most common changes being tens to one hundreds
and fives to fifties. A corner of the smaller bill is cut off and replaced with
the numerals from the higher value bill. An example of a raised note is
pictured below. Another type of non-offset press manufactured bill is the
bleached bill, which involves removing the ink from lower-denomination
bills and reprinting them as larger denominations. Bleaching preserves the
watermark, and since it is genuine paper, the pens do not identify them as
counterfeit, either. How can one detect this type of fake currency? One
method is to check to make sure the watermark matches the denomination
of the bill. This link from the Secret Service website details the features of
our currency: http://www.secretservice.gov/money_features.shtml
The Secret Service is committed to maintaining the integrity of our
currency and protecting the nation’s financial infrastructure. While counterfeiting cannot be completely eradicated, Agent Rios suggested ways to
lessen our susceptibility to an encounter with fake bills. Consumers should
avoid making transactions in hectic places, such as fairs or carnivals.
Pawnshops, clubs and dark bars are also establishments where counterfeit
is more often passed. While we tend to use electronic means of payments,
if one does have a need for cash, the best place to acquire those monies is
through an ATM. The money for the machines has been vetted twice in
detecting counterfeit; once by a teller and secondly by the electronic counting machines. The best piece of advice, however, is to know your money,
and a simple check of one feature in particular can be effective in determining the authenticity of a bill. That is by easily identifying the color-shift in
the optically variable ink (OVI), from copper to green when looking at the
number in the lower right-hand corner of the bill as viewed from different angles. Another way is to hold a
suspect bill next to one you know is
authentic and compare the features.
Is anything odd or out of place on the
questionable bill?
(continued on next page)
Raised Note Example
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Counterfeit (continued)
What should you do if you believe you have a counterfeit note?
● Contact your local police department or United States Secret Service
field office. These numbers can be found on the inside front page of
your local telephone directory.
● Limit the handling of the note. Carefully place it in a protective covering, such as an envelope.
● Surrender the note or coin only to a properly identified police officer or
a U.S. Secret Service special agent.
The Secret Service does rely on their law enforcement partners and
citizens to assist in identifying and prosecuting individuals responsible for
introducing counterfeit bills into our currency as sometimes these crimes do
not rise to levels required by Federal law to indict. By becoming more
familiar with United States currency, you can help guard against the threat
from counterfeiters.
Visit the Secret Service website to learn more about your money.
http://www.secretservice.gov/know_your_money.shtml

Faded Door?

Notes from NNO

Deputies from Comal County
Sheriff’s Office shared a wealth of information on National Night Out in
their visits to several neighborhood
communities. One of the first issues
addressed concerned noise as a public
nuisance. The county has in place that
sounds from electronic sources in excess of eighty-five decibels is prohibited. Unfortunately, while barking dogs
___________________
are at times frustrating, the noise ordinance does not cover that type of
nuisance, nor does it cover loud motor
vehicles. Next, the deputy explained
that golf carts on public streets are
only allowed by the state within a two
mile radius of a golf course. In River
Crossing’s case, the boundaries are
around Frontier and Misty Brook. Further, it must be the intention that the
cart and driver’s only purpose is to
reach the course. Four wheelers and dirt bikes are not permitted on public
roadways under any circumstances. The Sheriff’s Office also offers supportive assistance in other ways as well. Free gun locks and a crime
prevention property evaluation are available from them. Details are on
their website www.co.comal.tx.us/so/index.html. For those individuals
interested in a more hands-on law enforcement program, you can sign up
for the Citizen’s Sheriff’s Academy. The program gives local residents some
hands-on experience in law enforcement work, including ride-a- longs,
training in investigation procedures and a trip to the firing range.
Members of the Bulverde-Spring Branch EMS reminded residents of
their many educational opportunities available at the Rodeo Drive Station.
One of the classes, F.A.N. Club, is designed to unlock the mystery of modern
medicine, the reality of the human body and the reality of life. Sign up
today for an activity packed, hands-on learning session that's centered on
human anatomy. Another learning session taught by the BSBEMS staff is
Comedy CPR. It covers serious emergency matters in an enjoyable, fun
hands on manner. Come learn, laugh and share an evening with your
neighbors. Sign up at www.bsbems.org by heading to the “Education” tab,
then “Courses.” Thanks for an informative evening!
We can refinish it!

SLIGHTLY OFF THE BEATEN PATH AND HIDDEN GEMS NOT TO MISS
CONTINUING SERIES

Carlsbad Cavern is one of over 300 limestone caves in a fossil reef laid
down by an inland sea 250 to 280 million years ago. In 1898, 16-year-old
Texas-born cowhand Jim White probably entered the cavern for the first time.
The first to find the entrance remains disputed. First photographs in the Scenic
Rooms and Big Room were taken by Ray V. Davis in 1915, and those photographs stimulated interest in the cavern. On October 25, 1923, Carlsbad Cave
National Monument was established. While the drive is a solid seven hour one,
this excursion can make for a unique and educational get-away for the family
or a couple. For the husband and wife, a slight romantic tone can be in store if
you choose to stay at The Trinity Hotel in the town of Carlsbad (see more on
the next page about this boutique hotel).
The usual way to see the formations of Carlsbad Cavern is by one, or both,
of two self-guiding walking tours, The Big Room or Natural Entrance tours,
which visit different parts of the chambers. Visitors descend 754 feet over one
minute in an elevator to a short walk into the Big Room which is 3,800 feet long
and 600 feet wide. The 1.25 mile path follows a roughly circular route down one
side of the chambers and back along the other. The cave is so large that the two
parts of the trail are generally out of sight of each other. The other self-guided
tour known as the Natural Entrance is a gentle
walk across the cactus desert which then leads to
a huge opening in the plateau. Underground, the
path is quite steep at first as it drops 750 feet into
a large, dimly-lit chamber. This passageway continues into narrower tunnels where the first extensive collections of stalagmites and stalactites
are found. The surroundings become steadily more
scenic, with small side-caves filled with intricate
rock forms, before the path arrives at the elevator
to the surface visitor center close to the Big Room.
Four other branches of the cave may be explored
by ranger-led hikes for an additional fee. I would
definitely recommend taking at least one of the
tours. The rangers have an extensive knowledge
of the Cavern and enjoy sharing all sorts of details.
Plus, during the Kings Palace tour, you can experience first-hand the incredible darkness of the Cavern at one part of the hike.
The magnificent speleothems (cave formations) that continue to grow and
decorate Carlsbad Cavern are also featured on this tour, first by sound, and
then by sight. Carlsbad Cavern is a magnificent wonder fairly close by; think
about visiting soon!
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The Hidden Gem – The Trinity Hotel
What a tremendous find! Instead of the usual
chain hotel, consider a stay at this lovingly renovated bank building when visiting Carlsbad. It has all
the charm of the past, but with all the conveniences
of today. The Trinity building was built in 1892 as
the First National Bank, where it once housed the
first newspaper, and then became the historic
headquarters of the Carlsbad Irrigation District. Pat
Garrett, who shot and killed Billy the Kid, had an
office upstairs on the second floor. The hotel is in
downtown Carlsbad, and about a thirty minute
drive to Carlsbad Cavern.
The Trinity has been transformed to include
nine luxurious rooms, each with a distinctive décor and history. Our particular room featured the building’s original fire place and a bullet shattered
transom window. One of the other rooms, The Safe Room, is an actual vault
from the banking days, but has been modernized a bit as a private media
room. All rooms boast impossibly high ceilings and beautiful old mouldings.
If the allure of the rooms aren’t inviting enough, the hotel offers a complimentary wine tasting in the afternoon at the attached restaurant. Oh,
attached restaurant? Spectacular gourmet meals are served for lunch and
dinner, along with incredibly scrumptious pastries in the morning.
Just as the owners paid attention to the tiniest of details in the renovation of this building, they carry on this tradition in providing similar attentiveness to each of their guests. More photographs and information can be
found on the website: www.thetrinityhotel.com.
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Passwords Just Don’t Cut It Anymore: Now What?
Someone hacking into your e-mail, Twitter, Amazon, or any of the
number of accounts you sign into on a regular basis, or even ones you
infrequently use, is a pure nightmare. Something with more power to protect
a person must be available. Secure authentication might be the answer to
all of
avoidAlthough
being compromised
and this technology could soon replace a password.
the articles have
Passwords have been the mainstay of authentication for 40 years. That is
something you know, and has been fairly reliable in the past. However, the
future is something called biometrics which is based on your personal characteristics or traits. Typical biometric authentication has centered around
fingerprints or hand prints. Biometrics are much harder to duplicate, but can
become very expensive depending on the technology applied.
Good question. There are two primary reasons:
1. Users have demonstrated a proclivity to use passwords that are
easily guessed, therefore easily cracked.
2. Due to the ever-increasing speed at which computers can perform calculations per second, password crackers are becoming
lightning fast at cracking passwords that are considered “strong”
by most standards. This includes your online banking or financial
portfolio web site accounts.
To keep up, researchers across the globe have been working on shifting
the authentication paradigm from user names and passwords to utilizing
non-standard biometric techniques and even digital fingerprinting. This all
sounds like a Star Trek movie, but it is necessary. Cracking passwords is
much too easy nowadays. We cannot continue to rely on them as the primary
authentication mechanism to control
access to our most sensitive personal
or corporate information.
Courtesy: Wes Halliburton, Bgesh,
Spring Branch
NOTE: Bgesh offers free valuable tips
on their website on computer security
from advice on e-mail to making
passwords unique.
Check it out:
www.bgeshinc.com
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When you shop at your locally owned businesses, you're supporting the local economy!
x

Your dollars spent in locally-owned businesses have more impact on your community as
dollars spent in other surrounding counties. When shopping locally, you simultaneously
create jobs, fund more city and county services through sales tax, invest in neighborhood improvement and promote community development.

x

Save on gas! With the high prices at the gas pumps, why make that trip into San
Antonio or other distant establishments?

x

Local businesses cater to their customers. They stock the items you want to buy, when
you want to buy them.

x

Hometown businesses build strong neighborhoods by sustaining communities, linking
neighbors, and by contributing more to local causes.

Although all of the articles have been selected for their content, the publishing of such articles within this newsletter does
NOT reflect the official position of The News Stream. The advertisement in this newsletter does not represent an
endorsement by The News Stream of the goods or services advertised. Further, this publication contains links to external
sites. Each of those sites has a separate privacy policy and the site owners maintain the intellectual property rights to the
material on the linked sites.
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